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*MLMR Travel were guests of Staypineapple but, as always, all thoughts and opinions are our

own. For more information on what working with us means, check out our affiliate disclaimer*

We travel a lot and in those travels we stay at a lot of hotels. Out of all the hotels we have

stayed at, Staypineapple has to be one of our favorites. We have stayed there in Seattle, Portland

and San Diego and we have tons of reasons why we keep coming back. In fact, we have ten

great reasons why they are the perfect modern hotel chain that Millennials (and more) will love.
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Pineapple Hospitality
“Our hotels cater to the young, the young at heart, the savvy and the seeker of different and

great.” That’s the Pineapple motto and we love it. Staypineapple has a certain charm to it and

they are always very helpful when we visit. They know what we need when we are on vacation,

whether it is midday cupcakes, coffee in the lounge or just suggesting different, awesome places

to visit. Their staff is always great to work with and very helpful.

Great Locations
You may not be able stay at a Staypineapple in every city, but if you are in a big city, you should

look for one. They have locations in Seattle (four in fact), Portland, San Francisco, San Diego,

Chicago, Boston and New York. We have stayed at 3 different locations and they have all been

amazing. All of their hotels have their own sense of style so even if you visit one, the others feel

different and make for a new experience. The other great part about Staypineapple hotels is they

are all in perfect downtown area locations. 

Great Use of Space
Every time we stay at a Staypineapple hotel we love how they use their space. As tiny home 
dwellers we have an extra appreciation for space usage. The rooms are often small but feel 
open and have everything you need. They remind us of a mix between our tiny home and a 
European apartment. The modern decorations also add a great ambiance to the room and 
make it feel larger than it is.
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European Blankets

They call it a European blanket setup and it’s really cool. They have two 

nice, large comfy blankets and of course, comfortable pillows. There is 

directions on how to set up he comforters but we have yet to figure out 

exactly how to do it. Instead we each take a blanket and wrap up into our 

own cocoons. They even encourage you to get naked in the room to enjoy 

the experience even more! Their set up really makes it easy to spend an 

entire day lounging in bed.

Eco-Friendly
We are aspiring environmentalists (that’s how this blog started after all) and so we appreciate 

when a hotel chain is trying their best to help the planet too. Staypineapple has reusable soap 

and shampoo dispensers in the bathroom so you don’t have all those small plastic bottles 

taking up space. They also have a card you can put on your bed to indicate you don’t want 

your bed washed to save on water usage. Overall, they have made a commitment to being 

eco-friendly so we always appreciate that effort.

Tech Friendly
All hotels are slowly becoming more and more tech friendly but Staypineapple takes it to a new 

level. We recently stayed at Hotel Z in San Diego and they had a google Chromecast in every TV 

so we were able to stream our phones and watch Netflix. We have also seen smart TV’s before 

which was amazing. The best part for us is the abundance of outlets including USB plugs. Our 

last room had 12 USB plugs so we ran out of devices to plug in before we ran out of plugs.

Shop Related Products

Bike Rental
One of the best part about staypineapple is the fact they offer bike 

rentals for free. We have yet to go to another hotel where they offer 

this across the board at all their hotels. It’s a very easy process to get 

the bikes and with all of their locations being great, downtown 

locations, having a bike makes for an awesome experience.
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Robes

This is probably Kelsey’s favorite part of Staypineapple. She loves a good robe and they ALWAYS

have robes ready for her to cozy up in and relax. The robes are nice and soft and of course,

yellow. Similar to the bikes, they have robes at every single Staypineapple.

Pineapple Decorations

We love Psych so we love a good pineapple reference. Obviously at a place called Staypineapple

you are going to find some pineapple decorations but we love the way they use those

decorations. They have pineapples on their bookshelves, cups, and many more items. It really is

all over the place but we never feel overwhelmed by the amount of them.

Stuffed Animal

Every time you step into your Staypineapple room for the first time,

you will be greeted by Dash, the Staypineapple Pup. He is an

adorable stuffed animal who woofs on command (or a squeeze) and

is a great unofficial spokesperson spokespup for the hotel. He also

supports their pet friendly hotel brand which allows dogs. You can

even take Dash home with you if you want (for a price of course)!




